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TestVid Content License Agreement

This Content License Agreement (this "Agreement") governs the terms by which you ("You" or "Your") obtain the right to use video
files, music files, sound effects files, creative art, 3-D animations, computer animations, motion backgrounds, camera acquired video
footage, photos, flash files, project files, music files, data files and other material (collectively referred to as " Content") supplied by
TestVid Ltd ('TestVid'). This Agreement is in addition to the TestVid Terms and Conditions of Sale ("Terms and Conditions") which are
incorporated herein by reference and to which You will be contractually bound upon Your first use of the Content. In the event of any
inconsistency between this Agreement and the Terms and Conditions, this Agreement shall govern. Any capitalized term that is not
defined in this Agreement shall have the same meaning as set out in the Terms and Conditions.

GENERAL INFORMATION REGARDING THIS AGREEMENT
USE OF ANY OF THE TESTVID CONTENT INDICATES FULL AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, EITHER
FOR YOURSELF OR ON BEHALF OF YOUR COMPANY OR EMPLOYER (WHETHER ACTING AS AN EMPLOYEE,
CONTRACTOR, SUB-CONTRACTOR, CONSULTANT OR IN ANY OTHER CAPACITY), AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS
TERMS. IF YOU ARE ACCEPTING ON BEHALF OF YOUR COMPANY OR EMPLOYER, YOU REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT
YOU HAVE FULL LEGAL AUTHORITY TO BIND YOUR COMPANY OR EMPLOYER. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE SUCH AUTHORITY
OR YOU DO NOT ACCEPT OR AGREE WITH THESE TERMS, DO NOT USE THE CONTENT.

LICENSE TERMS
Upon Your acceptance of this Agreement and receipt of payment from You by TestVid, TestVid grants to You a perpetual, nonexclusive, non-transferable license to use the Content for the Permitted Uses (as outlined below). The use contemplated by You must
be a Permitted Use. If it is not, it is prohibited by this Agreement. All other rights in and to the Content, including, without limitation, all
copyright and other intellectual property rights relating to the Content, are retained by TestVid.

Content is Licensed (not sold)
Your use of the Content is under license only. No title or intellectual property rights are granted to You. Ownership of the Content and
all copyright and all other rights not expressly granted by this Agreement remains with TestVid.

Permitted Uses for the Content
Subject to the restrictions described under Content License Restrictions & Prohibited Uses below the following are "Permitted
Uses" of the Content:
1. testing, development, engineering and related activities including product demonstrations and tests;
2. on-line or electronic presentations, catalogues, brochures, advertising and promotions including web pages, podcasts and
vidcasts providing that when used for this purpose the version of the Content displayed (a) must be compressed such that any
version that appears to be as good quality as the original cannot be obtained, and (b) the TestVid logo remains visible, and (c)
there is a clear label denoting the TestVid copyright;
3. any other uses approved in writing, in advance by TestVid.
For clarity, You may not use the Content in products for resale, license or other distribution, unless approved in writing in advance by
TestVid.

Content License Restrictions & Prohibited Uses
You may not do anything with the Content that is not expressly permitted in the preceding section or permitted by a separate modified
content license which has been explicitly agreed in writing by TestVid. By way of example and not limitation, the following are
"Prohibited Uses":
4. sale, resale or distribution of the Content either as a single piece of video, music file, sound effect file, composition, software
project file or product or as a part of any background of these;
5. sale, resale or distribution of the Content as a part of another production where the Content, in our sole discretion, comprises
5% or more of the finished product;
6. incorporation of the Content in any product that results in a re-distribution or re-use of the Content or is otherwise made
available in such a way one could extract or access or reproduce the Content as a separate file as if it were substantially
unmodified;
7. sub-licensing, re-selling, renting, lending, assigning, gifting or otherwise transferring or distributing the Content or the rights
granted under this Agreement;
8. removal of any notice of copyright, logo, watermark, trade-mark or other proprietary right from any place where it is on or
embedded in the Content;
9. installation and use of the Content at a location/site other than for which the Content was originally licensed or placing a copy of
the Content on a network server or web server for use by others at a different location/site;
10. use of the Content in a way which could be considered obscene, pornographic, immoral, infringing, dishonest, fraudulent,
defamatory or libellous in nature, or that could be reasonably likely to bring any person or property reflected in the Content into
disrepute;
11. use of or display of the Content in an electronic format that enables it to be downloaded or distributed as the original media file
or with minor differences (as determined by TestVid) via any computer device (including mobile devices) or shared in any peerto-peer or similar arrangement;
12. breaking the Content into smaller pieces and selling these pieces as stock or test media

Restriction on Quantity of Copies
Only You or bona-fide colleagues are permitted to use the Content, although You may transfer the Content or files containing the
Content or Permitted Derivative Works to Your company's servers, for the purpose of reproduction for Permitted Uses, provided that
such parties shall have no further or additional rights to use the Content and cannot access or extract it from any file You supply.
As long as it is a Permitted Use, You may reproduce the Content or any parts thereof in original or derivative forms (e.g. compressed)
a maximum of 25 times on one particular 'site' (i.e. one geographical location, as determined at the discretion of TestVid).
If You require the Content to be copied or stored more than 25 times in original or derivative form, or require the Content or any parts
thereof on a different site then You must purchase additional licenses for the Content. The count of number of copies covers all
versions whether stored or used on personal computers, workstations, servers, web-servers, mainframes, laptops, PDAs, mobile
phones and other mobile devices, games consoles and any other type of computer. For the avoidance of doubt, if the Content is
stored at a remote site this Content may only be downloaded and used at the single site for which the license was purchased.
In addition to these 25 copies You may make one (1) copy of the Content solely for back-up purposes, and You must reproduce all
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proprietary notices on this single back-up copy.

Term of Agreement
This Agreement is effective until it is terminated. If You terminate this Agreement You must destroy or delete the Content and any
Permitted Derivative Works, along with any copies or archives of it or accompanying materials (if applicable), and cease using the
Content for any purpose. This Agreement and all of Your rights under it terminate automatically without notice if at any time You
breach any of its terms. You must, if requested, confirm to TestVid in writing that You have complied with these requirements and
provide any proof thereof requested by TestVid.

Amendment
This Agreement can be amended by TestVid at any time by posting an amended Agreement on TestVid's website. Your only recourse,
if You are not agreeable to the amended Agreement is to terminate this Agreement and cease use of the Content. Otherwise, You will
be bound by the terms of the amended Agreement.

Replacement of the Content
TestVid may revoke the license granted by this Agreement and replace the Content with a substantially similar alternative for any
reason. TestVid may inform You of replacement of the Content by sending notice of same, along with the replacement Content to the
address or contact information provided to TestVid by You or such other address as You may advise TestVid in writing to use. In the
event of a replacement, the license for the replaced Content immediately terminates and this Agreement (or the then-current version of
this Agreement) automatically applies to the replacement Content. You agree not to use the replaced Content, or any Permitted
Derivative Works, for future products and to take all reasonable steps to discontinue use of the replaced Content, or any Permitted
Derivative Works, in products that already exist.

Limitation of Warranties and Liability
While TestVid carefully all of the Content to ensure the highest quality, THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WE DO NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT THE CONTENT WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS
OR THAT IT WILL BE ERROR FREE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTENT IS WITH
YOU. SHOULD THE CONTENT PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE RISK AND COST OF ALL NECESSARY
CORRECTIONS.
Our entire liability and Your exclusive remedy, with respect to any claims arising out of Your use of the Content, or out of Your actions
in downloading the Content, shall be as follows: TESTVID'S MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR IN
RESPECT OF THE USE OR EXPLOITATION OF ANY OR ALL OF THE CONTENT IN ANY MANNER SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE
FEES COLLECTED BY TESTVID FOR YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT THAT IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE CLAIM OR
$1,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS, WHICHEVER IS GREATER. IN NO EVENT SHALL TESTVID OR ANY OF ITS DIRECTORS,
OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS, PARTNERS, AGENTS OR LICENSEES BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF
PROFITS, INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAMAGE, ACTION, SUIT OR OTHER PROCEEDING ARISING UNDER OR OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE USE OF, RELIANCE UPON, ACCESS TO, OR EXPLOITATION OF THE CONTENT OR
ANY PART THEREOF, OR ANY RIGHTS GRANTED TO YOU HEREUNDER, EVEN IF TESTVID HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER THE ACTION IS BASED ON AGREEMENT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR OTHERWISE. IF YOUR JURISDICTION DOES NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, THE LIABILITY OF TESTVID OR ANY OF ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES,
SHAREHOLDERS, PARTNERS OR AGENTS SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.

Indemnity
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold TestVid and its affiliates, and their respective directors, officers, employees, shareholders
and agents (collectively, the "TestVid Parties") harmless from and against any and all claims, liability, losses, costs and expenses
(including reasonable legal fees) incurred by any TestVid Party as a result of (i) any breach by You of this Agreement; (ii) any claim
threatened or asserted against any TestVid Party that alleges that You have breached this Agreement or infringed any copyrights,
trade secrets, trademarks, right of privacy, right of publicity or other intellectual or other property rights of any third party. TestVid
reserves the right, at Your expense, to assume the exclusive defence and control of any matter otherwise subject to indemnification by
You, and You agree to cooperate with TestVid's defence of such claim.

General Provisions
You acknowledge and agree that this Agreement will be governed under the laws of the United Kingdom (without reference to conflicts
of laws principles). You hereby irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the United Kingdom. If TestVid is obligated to go
to court or arbitration to enforce any of its rights, or to collect any fees, You agree to reimburse TestVid for its legal fees, costs and
disbursements if TestVid is successful. You consent to service of any required notice or process upon You by registered mail or
overnight courier with proof of delivery notice, addressed to the address or contact information provided by You at the time You first
purchase usage rights to the Content. You agree to waive any right You may have to trial by jury. TestVid's failure to insist upon or
enforce strict performance of any provision of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver. This Agreement is not assignable by You
without TestVid's prior written consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld). TestVid may assign this Agreement without
Your consent to any other party so long as such party agrees to be bound by its terms. This Agreement may be amended by TestVid
at any time by posting an amended Agreement on the TestVid website. Continued use of the Content or failure to terminate this
Agreement after posting of such amendment will be deemed to be acceptance of the amendment.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT AND HAVE HAD OPPORTUNITY TO SEEK INDEPENDENT
LEGAL ADVICE PRIOR TO AGREEING TO IT. IN CONSIDERATION OF TESTVID AGREEING TO PROVIDE THE CONTENT, YOU
AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT IT (AND ANY
SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATION OF IT) AND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS POSTED ON THE WEBSITE ARE THE COMPLETE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND TESTVID, AND THAT SAME SUPERSEDES ANY PRIOR AGREEMENT.
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1. Overview of T2V481/T2V482 UHD SUHD
2-D / 3-D

2D

Compressed/
Uncompressed

T2V481: V210 in MOV

Description of video

Scenes from New York, Las Vegas, Iceland and Bristol (UK)

Purpose

Test an encoder to deal with ‘difficult’ video, with aspects of
global/local motion, slow/medium/fast motion, with panning, scrolling,
zooming, smooth and erratic, high/low contrast, with limited
colours/vivid colours and many common subject types

Number of clips

Total 52 scenes progressive:

T2V482: V210 in MOV and OpenEXR image sequences

1) 20 at UHD resolution (3840 x 2160) at 25 fps
2) 20 at UHD resolution (3840 x 2160) at 29.97 fps
3) 6 at SUHD resolution (7680 x 4320) at 25 fps
4) 6 at SUHD resolution (7680 x 4320) at 29.97 fps
Length of video

Total of approx. 20 minutes

Total size on disk

T2V481: approx. 1.3 TBytes
T2V482: approx. 2.7 TBytes

Video format(s)

T2V481 has all clips provided in V210 in MOV format
T2V482 has all clips provided in two formats:
- V210 in MOV (same as T2V481)
- OpenEXR image sequences (with associated audio file)
File Nos.

Resolution **

Frame
rate fps

T2V48x_425_nn_title

UHD 3840 x 2160

25

T2V48x_429_nn_title

UHD 3840 x 2160

29.97

T2V48x_SUHD_825_nn_title

SUHD 7680 x 4320

25

T2V48x_SUHD_829_nn_title

SUHD 7680 x 4320

29.97

where:
- 'T2V48x' = T2V481 or T2V482 as the case may be
- '425' = 4k [UHD], 25fps
- '429' = 4k [UHD], 29.97fps
- '825' = 8k [SUHD], 25fps
- '829' = 8k [SUHD], 29.97fps
- 'nn' are the numbers of the individual streams)
- 'title' = title of scene

Audio format

WAV linear PCM uncompressed stereo 48KHz 16-bit
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2. Introduction

T2Vid and T3Vid are high definition (HD), UHD/4K, SUHD/8K video clips designed for testing
video encoders and decoders.
The T3Vid clips are stereoscopic 3-dimensional (matched left and right images); the T2Vid clips
are 2-D.
The prime purpose of the T2Vid and T3Vid clips is to test and stress video encoders: the scenes
have been filmed particularly for this purpose. Therefore there is often random movement; grain;
in/out of focus; 'difficult' subjects such as obscuration, water, reflections; many objects; large
monochrome areas (to test codec efficiency). For the same reason, although some clips look
'good', some do not but nevertheless contain the relevant items to test/stress a video codec.

2.1

T2Vids and T3Vids for testing encoders

Each set of clips for testing encoders contains a diverse selection of clips designed to stress a
video encoder in different ways. Typically this includes different movement types, different
subjects, different lighting conditions, different camera movement - designed to encompass the
majority of different types of difficult-to-encode items. In some cases the quality of filming is
marginal - deliberately so, as this is often the hardest to encode. The majority of the filming was
done hand-held, as is quite often the case with documentary and even film currently. However, in
all cases there has been no video editing as such (unless otherwise stated for a specific clip) - all
the separate video clips are direct decodes from the HD camera files, with no re-compression/reencoding done. Where video editing has been done the re-encode is only at the transitions - the
vast majority of these clips are also as per the original camera files.
As the video that results from encoding is often a lot more complex than 'standard' video, the
encoded clips are also a good test of a decoder.
These clips are provided as sets of video clips, typically 30 - 50 in a set, lasting from 15 - 20
minutes total. These include:


‘standard’ HD of real-world subjects (1920x1080, 1280x720; e.g. in New York, San
Francisco, London, Munich)



as above but UHD (3840 x 2160) and SUHD (7680 x 4320) and D-cinema
resolutions (2K and 4K)



as above but 'low' resolutions such as NTSC, D1 PAL, CIF, mobile, web, etc.



synthetically generated, which has features such as precisely defined motion - ideal
for checking such items as encoder motion estimation

The formats/resolutions provided vary from by clip set; as an example all the HD sets are
provided at 1920x1080 progressive, 1920x1080 interlaced and 1280x720 progressive formats, in
uncompressed YUV format, 16:9 aspect ratio.
All filming was done native resolution (UHD, SUHD, HD, 2K, 4K etc.).
Most clip sets are provided in 8 bits per sample; some are available at 10-bit, 12-bit or 14-bits per
sample.
The T2Vid clips are straightforward 2-D clips; the T3Vid clips comprise matched left and right
video images. The T3Vid clips have the 'extra dimension' of varying 3-D depth: from shallow to
deep 3-D effect, into or out of the picture, with additional artefacts and difficulties that can be
encountered in 3-D.
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2.1.1

Audio

Sound is provided for almost all clips: in some cases this is sound recorded which is directly
associated with the clips, in other cases the sound comprises appropriate background or music.
In a few cases the associated audio is one of the main reasons for recording the clip so both
should be viewed together (where this is the case the notes state this for the specific clip in the
manual).
However, note that in most cases the associated audio provided is just that which
could easily be recorded at the same time as the video, typically comprising background sounds,
and is often of low quality as the sound was not the primary consideration at the time of filming.

2.2

TestVid logo

The TestVid logo (or a variant of it) is placed in the lower left corner of the video. It is a condition
of the license agreement for TVids that this logo is not removed or obscured.
The logo has been carefully sized and placed to coincide with the borders of a 16x16 macroblock
(where this is possible) and is static throughout each sequence, in order to have minimal effect on
encoders.

2.3

Safety

The TVids are almost invariably supplied on a USB hard drive unit. This unit may be mains
powered or powered directly from the USB port.
In all cases it is imperative that you carefully read and understand the safety information
provided with the unit.

2.4

Backup

As the TVids are almost invariably supplied on a USB hard drive unit it is highly recommended
that you make an immediate backup of the whole unit, as hard drives can of course fail. (This
backup copy is in addition to the 25 copies allowed by the license agreement.)
The warranty on the hard drive is 180 days, but if it does fail it would of course take some days at
least to provide a replacement unit.
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3. T2V481/T2V482 UHD SUHD Clip set description
3.1

Set content types

This set of video clips provides a basis set of video clips at 25 and 29.97 (drop frame) frame
rates.
This set comprises a range of subjects, motion, colours, light levels designed to test and stress
3D video encoders by providing a varied set of conditions:


subject types such as people, traffic, buildings, sky, water, trees, text..



movement types such as panning, tracking, hand-held camera, zooming in/out



subject motion such as into, out of or across the picture, in front of and partially
behind objects, fast and slow



lighting conditions, from bright sunlight, dull daylight, shaded areas, night-time..



hard to encode items such as reflections, fine lines, patterns, round objects..



varying camera properties such as depth of field, in/out-of-focus..



and with sound associated with the clips

In many cases the video is harder to encode than might normally be expected, as the lighting
conditions are not ideal or there is significant camera movement, or the focus varies. These
features are deliberately used as they often cause the most difficulty to video encoders and
represent the worst case that the encoder should encounter in 'normal / real' use.
3.1.1

Scene cuts / composite sequences

Although the sequences do not have fades/transitions within them, transitions and scene changes
are easy to do simply by adding two or more of the clips together using a standard non-linear
editor.

3.1.2

T2vid logo

The T2vid logo has been designed to have as little impact as possible on encoders.
The logo is aligned on a 16-bit macroblock boundary, is static throughout the sequence and is of
a dark colour, designed to be unobtrusive: when viewing the video, in practice it can easily be
ignored.

3.2

Individual clips provided

All the clips are:


3840 x 2160 resolution (UHD clips) or 7680 x 4320 resolution (SUHD clips)



at native filmed 25 frames/second or 29.97 frames/second (with drop-frame
timecode)



progressive



top picture row first



16:9 picture aspect ratio



square pixels
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The V210 in MOV clips are:


4:2:2 chroma



10-bits per sample



interleaved YUV (i.e. the pixel data for Y is adjacent to the pixel data for U and V)



in an MOV file wrapper with associated audio in WAV PCM format (see section 3.3)



Y planes are unsigned nominally 64-940 but may go into the range 0-1023



U and V planes are centred at 512 and are nominally 64-960 but may go into the
range 0-1023

The OpenEXR image sequences are (T2V482 only):


4:4:4 chroma



floating point



one file per frame



with separate WAV audio of the same filename

Both formats (V210 and OpenEXR) are supported by many video players and NLEs.
All of the clips were filmed at their respective frame rates (i.e. 25 or 29.97 fps).
It will be noted that the SUHD clips are identical to the UHD clips with the corresponding file name
and number: the UHD clips have been generated from the SUHD.

3.3

Audio

The audio is provided for every video clip, matching the video length. This was the actual audio
recorded with the video - so the audio is not good quality !
Clearly the main point of the Tvids is video testing, so the audio supplied is intended to be used
to check timing/correlation during the encode process rather than to be particularly useful as
standalone audio. Consequently, this audio has not been cleaned up or normalised and nor was
any time spent in ensuring good audio recording during filming.
The audio format is:


stereo WAV PCM, little endian, signed



48KHz 16-bit
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4. Software to view & process the video clips
4.1

Viewing/playing the video

This section explains some of the technical requirements for playing the video (computer and
software requirements).
4.1.1

Computer requirements of viewing the video

The Tvids files within this set require a high performance computer in order to play the video in
real-time at full frame rates. The sustained continuous data rates required are:


UHD at 29.97 fps

249 MBytes/sec



SUHD at 29.97 fps

996 MBytes/sec

These data rates are much higher than achievable even with 'usual' high performance
PCs: the result of trying to play the video on such a standard high performance PC is
that it will play slowly (appear to be slow motion video).
To achieve the above data rates will likely require arrays of solid state disks or with the video
loaded into RAM disk.
Useful references as starting points for system recommendations are given on the websites for
Aja (www.aja.com) and BlackMagic Design (www.blackmagic-design.com) although various
companies provide information about how this can be achieved / the configuration of system
required to achieve this.
TestVid accepts no responsibility or liability for use of any of the information on the pages listed.
4.1.2

Video viewers/players

There are many software programs for viewing the files including freeware players, commercial
players and common NLEs.
Many players support playing of the V210 files (T2V481 and T2V482); not so many players
support playing the OpenEXR image sequences in the T2V482 set only.
Common NLEs support importing and playing both V210 and OpenEXR formats.
TestVid accepts no responsibility or liability for download or use of any of the programs listed; the
user should carefully examine the license agreement that applies to the software concerned.
4.1.3

Convert the V210 video or OpenEXR image sequences (T2V482 only) to another
format

There are a number of programs to do this:
-

transcoders

-

NLEs (where the video or image sequence is imported then rendered out in another
format)

-

command line programs

Of the command line programs probably the most widely used is a program called FFMPEG : it can
easily be found using a search engine.
Example usage to convert to a V210 file to H.265/HEVC with AAC audio (must be all on same
line with no line breaks/carriage returns):
ffmpeg -i <infile.mov> -vcodec -c:v libx265 -preset medium -crf 28
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-c:a aac -b:a 128k <outfile.mp4>

where


-i <infile.mov> is the input filename: assuming a V210 in MOV



-vcodec -c:v libx265 sets the video encoder to H.265/HEVC



-preset medium -crf 28 sets the video quality to medium



--c:a aac -b:a 128k sets the audio encoder to AAC audio, 128kbits/sec



<outfile.mp4> is the output MPEG4 wrapped filename

Note that the OpenEXR image sequences (T2V482 only) have a Gamma of 2.2.
Some software does not automatically recognise this, such as FFMPG (depending upon the
version), in which case the Gamma of 2.2 must be explicitly stated in the command line
parameters. (And other software such as DaVinci Resolve also requires the Gamma to be set up
correctly in the Project Settings.)

4.2

Real-time play-out of the video

The files provided are suitable for direct use with video encoders, but in some circumstances it
may desirable to play-out the files in real-time on an SDI / ASI / DVI / HDMI link.
All video servers, many hardware encoders and a large proportion of other professional broadcast
equipment have internal hard disks and Gig-E Ethernet interfaces. This allows the Tvids to be
directly copied over the Ethernet network onto the hard disk, and play-out from there.
Where it is required to produce an SDI / ASI / DVI / HDMI stream as input to other equipment, this
can be done relatively straightforwardly, using:


a high performance PC / Mac



with high speed RAID hard disks



with an appropriate SDI etc. I/O board, e.g. from Aja, BlackMagic Design or
Bluefish444



and software to control moving the video from disk onto the I/O interface

A schematic of the required set-up is:
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5. List of clips
5.1

Clips summary


Total time of sequences:
(all sequences added together)

approx. 20 mins

Note that the clip numbers are only for ease of reference: where there are corresponding
clips at 25fps and 29.97fps with very similar content then the corresponding clips have
been given the same number for ease of reference.

5.2

UHD 25fps
Clip
number

Title

Description;
Day/Night, Camera movement
Main codec purposes

Duration
(secs:
frames)

UHD (3840x2160) 25fps clips
Numbers T2V48x_425_nn_<title>
01

TS_people

Times Square, many people;

15:20

== Dusk, Scroll ==
Highly complex scene with many
people and background objects
moving in different direction with
obscuration; with text and high
contrast but also flat areas (overbright sky)
02

Pharaoh

Pharaoh and goat statues w rack
focus;

35:01

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Bright images with large flat
areas, texture and rack focus
03

Traffic_cop

Policeman directing traffic;

15:17

== Day cloudy, Hand-held ==
Obscuration of subject in
background with foreground
objects blurred; text
04

Chandaliers

Glass chandaliers and chains;

21:24

== Indoors, Pan & scroll ==
Codec nightmare of many
identical objects with reflections
and repeating patterns
05

Roller_coaster Following a roller coaster car;
== Day sunny, Tracking ==
Very fast hand-held camera
tracking fast-moving object (so
much of image blurry)

12

8:09

Begin

End
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06

Golden_lion

Golden lion statue zoom in/out;

24:06

== Day sunny, Zoom ==
Slow zoom with focus hunting on
bright detailed object with linear
pattern background (wall) and
flat background (sky)
07

Paris

Paris hotel, Las Vegas and
pedxing;

43:06

== Day sunny, Scroll ==
Bright detailed patterned images
with global vertical camera
movement and uniform
background (sky)
08

Night_fair

Fair rides at night;

23:00

== Night, Static ==
High contrast efficiency test with
large dark areas which have
grain
09

Geysir

Geysir eruption with people
watching;

11:00

== Day sunny, Static ==
Obscuration of people (after
geysir eruption); encoding of flat
areas (sky, steam) and detail
areas (rocks) and reflections
10

White_horses

Horse statues in fountain;

20:09

== Day sunny, Static ==
Water and reflections with bright
and dark areas with grain
11

Out_of_focus

Out of focus lights on cars; and
evening;

16:04

== Evening, Hand-held ==
Out of focus slowly moving into
focus
12

TS_traffic

Evening traffic around Times
Square;

32:04

== Evening, Pan & scroll ==
Highly complex scene with many
vehicles and people, lots of text,
high contrast and controlled
global motion (scroll and pan)
13

Bonfire

Large bonfire with ground
reflections;
== Night, Scroll ==
Very grainy images with
reflections; some obscuration;
bright highlights with large
contrast and fast random
movement (flames)

13

30:01
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14

NY_walking

Walking towards people on New
York street;

13:16

== Day cloudy, Hand-held ==
Random motion with people
towards camera and background
text & patterns
15

Black_beach

Beach rocks with heavy surf;

23:07

== Day cloudy, Static ==
High speed random subject
movement (sea): macroblocking
test
16

Travelator

Walking down a travelator
towards a fountain;

22:08

== Day sunny, Hand-held ==
Hand-held motion with strong
patterns and water; some moire
patterns
17

Real_thing

Giant coke bottle and advertising
signs;

30:08

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Slow scroll and pan of reflective
glass object with strong patterns;
lots of text
18

TS_neon

Pan around neon signs in Times
Square;

39:14

== Evening, Pan & scroll ==
Lots of text; patterns; high
contrast; some motion blur; large
screen pixelation and moire
19

Posing

Woman posing for a photograph;

9:03

== Night, Hand-held ==
Random global movement; some
out of focus and large colour shift
(due to neon signs)
20

540deg_pan

Pan around area near Times
Square;
== Dusk, Pan ==
Rapid pan: much of sequence
blurry

14
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5.3

UHD 29.97 fps

UHD (3840x2160) 29.97fps clips
Numbers T2V48x_429_nn_<title>
01

TS_people

Times Square, many people;

18;28

== Dusk, Scroll ==
Highly complex scene with many
people and background objects
moving in different direction with
obscuration; with text and high
contrast but also flat areas (overbright sky)
02

Pharaoh

Pharoah and goat statues w rack
focus;

37;18

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Bright images with large flat
areas, texture and rack focus
04

Chandaliers

Glass chandaliers and chains;

16;16

== Indoors, Pan & scroll ==
Codec nightmare of many
identical objects with reflections
and repeating patterns
05

Roller_coaster Following a roller coaster car;

8;29

== Day sunny, Tracking ==
Very fast hand-held camera
tracking fast-moving object (so
much of image blurry)
06

Golden_lion

Golden lion statue zoom in/out;

32;16

== Day sunny, Zoom ==
Slow zoom with focus hunting on
bright detailed object with linear
pattern background (wall) and
flat background (sky)
07

Paris

Paris hotel, Las Vegas and
pedxing;

28;21

== Day sunny, Scroll ==
Bright detailed patterned images
with global vertical camera
movement and uniform
background (sky)
08

Night_fair

Fair rides at night;

18;26

== Night, Static ==
High contrast efficiency test with
large dark areas which have
grain
11

Out_of_focus

Out of focus lights on cars; and
evening;
== Evening, Hand-held ==

15
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Out of focus slowly moving into
focus
16

Travelator

Walking down a travelator
towards a fountain;

23;08

== Day sunny, Hand-held ==
Hand-held motion with strong
patterns and water; some moire
patterns
17

Real_thing

Giant coke bottle and advertising
signs;

49;01

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Slow scroll and pan of reflective
glass object with strong patterns;
lots of text
18

TS_neon

Evening traffic around Times
Square;

19;07

== Evening, Pan & scroll ==
Lots of text; patterns; high
contrast; some motion blur; large
screen pixelation and moire
21

Hat_man

Man in hat in foreground with
background out of focus;

7;09

== Evening, Static ==
Subject tracking
22

Heat_haze

View of traffic with strong heat
haze;

23;24

== Day sunny,Static ==
Motion tracking with indistinct
varying parts of the frame
23

Passers_by

People walking on the sidewalk
with background signs;

16;27

== Day sunny, Static ==
Obscuration, in and out of focus
24

Framework

Metal frame of high-rise building;

13;14

== Dusk, Static ==
Patterns and tracking many
similar parts of an image with
high contrast
25

Following

Walking following people near
Times Square;

15;26

== Day cloudy, Hand-held ==
Global motion and tracking in
focus/out of focus subjects
26

Thumbs_up

Looking down on a group of
people standing by a sign;
== Evening, Static ==
Codec efficiency with a scene
with lots of grain

16

20;18
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27

Liberty_man

Walking towards person dressed
as
Statue
of
Liberty;
== Evening, Hand-held ==
Global motion tracking with
random motion

18;02

28

Flamingo

Going down escalator tracking a
road sign;

28;18

== Day sunny, Tracking ==
Global motion tracking
29

Posing

Woman posing for a photograph;
== Evening, Tracking ==
Foreground/background
obscuration

17

14;22
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5.4

SUHD 25fps

SUHD (7680x4320) 25fps clips
Numbers T2V48x_SUHD_825_nn_<title>
02

Pharoah

Pharoah and goat statues w rack
focus;

35:01

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Bright images with large flat
areas, texture and rack focus
04

Chandaliers

Glass chandaliers and chains;

21:24

== Indoors, Pan & scroll ==
Codec nightmare of many
identical objects with reflections
and repeating patterns
06

Golden_lion

Golden lion statue zoom in/out;

24:06

== Day sunny, Zoom ==
Slow zoom with focus hunting on
bright detailed object with linear
pattern background (wall) and
flat background (sky)
07

Paris

Paris hotel, Las Vegas and
pedxing;

43:06

== Day sunny, Scroll ==
Bright detailed patterned images
with global vertical camera
movement and uniform
background (sky)
08

Night_fair

Fair rides at night;

23:00

== Night, Static ==
High contrast efficiency test with
large dark areas which have
grain
12

TS_traffic

Evening traffic around Times
Square;
== Evening, Pan & scroll ==
Highly complex scene with many
vehicles and people, lots of text,
high contrast and controlled
global motion (scroll and pan)

18

32:04
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5.5

SUHD 29.97 fps

SUHD (7680x4320) 29.97fps clips
Numbers T2V48x_SUHD_825_nn_<title>
02

Pharaoh

Pharoah and goat statues w rack
focus;

37;18

== Day sunny, Pan & scroll ==
Bright images with large flat
areas, texture and rack focus
04

Chandaliers

Glass chandaliers and chains;

16;16

== Indoors, Pan & scroll ==
Codec nightmare of many
identical objects with reflections
and repeating patterns
06

Golden_lion

Golden lion statue zoom in/out;

32;16

== Day sunny, Zoom ==
Slow zoom with focus hunting on
bright detailed object with linear
pattern background (wall) and
flat background (sky)
08

Night_fair

Fair rides at night;

18;26

== Night, Static ==
High contrast efficiency test with
large dark areas which have
grain
18

TS_neon

Evening traffic around Times
Square;

19;07

== Evening, Pan & scroll ==
Lots of text; patterns; high
contrast; some motion blur; large
screen pixelation and moire
21

Hat_man

Man in hat in foreground with
background out of focus;
== Evening, Static ==
Subject tracking

19

7;09

